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INTERVIEW: Manhattan Loft Corporation’s Harry Handelsman
on breaking the mould

One of the very few property development superbrands, Manhattan Loft Corporation has taken on some
of the most challenging sites in the capital over the last two decades, and somehow managed to pull
them off. And then some.

From dilapidated gothic masterpieces and former fire stations
have emerged bar-raising schemes; from barren
neighbourhoods, ultra-fashionable hubs. Widely credited with
bringing loft-style living to the UK, founder Harry
Handelsman’s approach has been called “truly radical” and
even “revolutionary” in the past, but his latest project could
well be his most ambitious to date…

The availability of old industrial buildings in unfashionable
parts of town in the 90s presented quite the opportunity;
how are you finding the acquisition process these days? Is
it harder to find the right site and how do the margins
compare?

Yes, it’s much more difficult to find the right property. I always look
at buildings where we can add value but the market is very strong at
the moment and the margins are very solid compared to the 90’s
when the values were depressed.

You’ve previously said your success is based on
challenging conventions and addressing the needs of individuals rather than responding to market
forces; how do you assess and predict these requirements?

I don’t predict, I just look at opportunities and identify concepts that are missing or that are not currently available
in the London market. Identifying those concepts often requires more spending and I engage in developments
with an attitude that is different to most of my competitors.

Have you ever got it wrong?

Luckily not very often but it’s probably due to my team’s dedication to get the best results on any development
that we undertake.

Looking back on the last 20 years, how responsible do you feel London’s developers have been as
a whole in terms of creating buildings that will stand the test of time?

Not very responsible. With some exceptions, unfortunately for many developers the priority often seems to be
simply the financial benefit and how easy it is to sell in the far east, without considering the effect on the city
scape.
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Of which scheme are you most proud of and why?

I’m proud of most of my schemes, in particularly: St Pancras (below) which was one of my most challenging
projects to date but because of its location as the gateway to Europe as well as it triggering the regeneration of
Kings Cross. Chiltern Firehouse because it changed the perception of Marylebone. Ealing Studios because it’s
the oldest film studio in the world which has become a digital hub and of course Manhattan Loft Gardens which I
believe will become the new form of designer hotel and one of the most outstanding residential towers in Europe.



What are the key elements you look for in an up and coming neighbourhood? 

I always think about whether the neighbourhood is somewhere that I would consider living.

Your next big project, Manhattan Loft Gardens (below) claims be the first tower in the world to offer
loft-style living in a high-rise; how would you summarise the concept of loft-style living?

In the case of Manhattan Loft Gardens, my reference to loft style living is the generous over four meter floor to
ceiling heights in some of the apartments.



Described as “London’s sexiest new skyscraper”, the 248-unit Manhattan Loft Gardens scheme will bring a double-cantilevered tower with three
sky gardens and a design hotel to Stratford City

 

Is there a particular building that inspired you to go down the loft-living route?

No building in particular but lofts that belonged to my friends which were discovered in the late 70’s early 80’s the
area of Soho in New York.

Given the concept came from New York, what can New York now learn from London living?

Be more careful and don’t just fill the skyline with skyscrapers as London has done over the last 10 years. What
is important is that you enhance and maintain the quality of life and aesthetics for the future.

Are there any other key development trends making their way to the UK from overseas?

Concierge services.

If you could make one policy change to improve the way the industry works here in the UK, what
would that be?

Closer collaboration between the local Governments and the Developers.

Are you seeing evidence of the widely-reported skills shortage in the construction industry?

Yes!

Is there a development you wish you had been involved in or a particular site that got away?

Yes, the regeneration of Paddington.



How important is the MLC brand to your buyers? Are they prepared to pay a premium for it, and
how do you factor that into pricing? 

Manhattan Loft Corporation is recognised for its quality and discerning buyers are prepared to pay a premium for
premium products.

MLC/Ridgeford Properties’ 70-unit Fitzrovia Apartments scheme on Bolster Street

 

Is there a typical MLC buyer you keep in mind when designing developments?  

Often they are curious, innovative and unconventional.

Many of your projects have transformed listed buildings; how have you found the planning
process in these cases?

Obviously listed buildings have inherent difficulties but we have established a good relationship with English
Heritage and we have collaborated on a number of our developments.

How did you build and maintain the extraordinary anticipation and buzz seen before – and after –
the launch of Chiltern Firehouse?

By offering an amazing product!



Which other projects are in the pipeline? 

An additional 100,000 sq ft at Ealing Studios, which will begin early next year, as well as another acquisition that
we are currently negotiating to buy.

What advice would you have for someone starting out in property development?

Be committed.



More on Manhattan Loft Gardens here

manhattanloft.co.uk

http://www.manhattanloft.co.uk/projects/manhattan-loft-gardens-luxury-apartments/
http://www.manhattanloft.co.uk/
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